STEP OUT INTO
YOUR NEW COMFORT ZONE

A R E V O L U T I O N A RY
OUTDOOR FLOORING
Specially designed for outside spaces, Cedral is a long-lasting
outdoor flooring that’s gorgeous underfoot. Using German fibre cement
manufacturing know-how, and inspired by the best of science and nature,
Cedral outdoor flooring is practical, beautiful and safe.
Great to walk on

It’s soft and giving to the touch - a real pleasure under foot or to lie on.

Anti-slip

The surface is safe and comfortable, with a natural grip even when wet.

Harder wearing than wood
Flexible fitting
We a t h e r s b e a u t i f u l l y
Yo u c h o o s e t h e c o l o u r

It just clips and screws into place, with no glueing, sanding, wet-cutting or treatment.
It weathers gently and subtly, to create a natural, beautiful patina.
It’s not coated, but coloured throughout in a range of beautiful colours.
It comes in two widths and four colours for thousands of design possibilities.

•

DEEP GREY

Perfectly designed

With very subtle, natural-looking colour shades, just like wood. But it won’t split, splinter or wear out.
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•

DEEP GREY

DEEP GREY

•

FEELS GOOD
FOR LONGER
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Anti-slip

Low maintenance

Cedral Terrace has a natural grip, even when wet.

Our outdoor flooring stands up to intensive use

So many modern surfaces are unsympathetic and unyielding.

and heavy weather. It won’t crack, splinter or

But Cedral feels completely natural – especially when you’re

rot, and takes very little maintenance to keep

barefoot. It feels like walking on a forest floor.

it looking great.

Soft feel

When you were a child, feeling something you had

unlike anything you’ve felt before: soft and giving to
the touch, a real pleasure under foot or to lie on.
It is cool even on a hot day.

•

rare to feel something truly new. Cedral Terrace is

SOFT GREY

never felt before was a joy. As a grown-up, it’s so
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TOUCH,
THE FIRST SENSE

“One touch of nature
makes the whole world kin.”
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

•

SOFT GREY

You can close your eyes and imagine being blind.
You can put your hands over your ears and imagine being deaf.
But you cannot un-feel.
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N AT U R E A N D S C I E N C E
IN HARMONY
For decades, fibre cement has proved to stand up to the

exquisite design and total practicality. Cedral Terrace gives you

elements as a material for roofing and façades. Now we have

the best qualities of natural products and the convenience of

engineered it as a robust outdoor flooring with as gentle an

engineered material.

environmental footprint as we can manage.

•

DEEP GREY

Flooring, like everything about the modern home, should marry
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DEEP GREY

EASY CARE FOR
A BEAUTIFUL
O U T D O O R S PAC E
Cedral Terrace behaves like a natural product, weathering
beautifully and subtly during the first month or so, depending
on the weather.
When installed, Cedral Terrace won’t splinter, split or rot
- even under the toughest weather conditions.
It won’t need repainting or oiling, unlike other floorings. But the

•

S M O OT H S A N D

odd clean will keep the flooring looking gorgeous for longer.
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•
S M O OT H S A N D

EASY TO FIT
Cedral Terrace is simple to fit. There’s no wet-cutting, nails
or glue, so creating a seamless and sophisticated look is easy.
The Cedral clips, and the ingenious little feet that hold the clips
in place for easy screwing in, can be used with other installation
systems if need be. Cedral Terrace is available in two widths
and four colours. Cutting it into the shape you need is easy,
and we have ready-rounded planks for a beautiful finish.

TOP VIEW
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315 cm

SIDE VIEW
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R E A DY- RO U N D E D
h
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2 cm

2 cm

STILL NEED MORE?
A

Our Installation Guide is the best place for details
on installing and caring for your terrace.

EASY

Easy to fit, and to care for.

You can find this guide on our website:
www.cedralterrace.com
FLEXIBLE

Cut any of the four colours
into any shape.

TOUGH

B

B

Doesn’t twist, expand,
rot or scratch.

•

SOFT GREY

SAFE AND RELIABLE

Non-combustible and
anti-slip.
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HOW WE MAKE CEDRAL
OUTDOOR TERRACE
We’ve invested years designing and testing fibre cement, and
have now engineered it as an outdoor flooring material.
It combines the longevity of fibre cement with a natural,
raw character that weathers subtly and naturally, and is
soft to the touch. It’s a profoundly practical and beautiful
application for fibre cement.
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It’s made of water, cement, pigments,
cellulose, and some synthetic fibres.
Thanks to this mixture, Cedral
Terrace is non-combustible, tough,
safe and as environmentally friendly
as it can be.
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N AT U R A L
COLOURS
Designed in partnership with landscape architects, our colour
range marries the inside of your home to the natural hues of
your outdoor space. Every colour in the range ages subtly, and
there are very slight differences between planks, as with any
natural material. The patina just gets more beautiful over time.
You can mix and match the colours, which go well together, to
create a really interesting design. It looks great in one colour too.

Pictured above is the small size (w 8,4 cm)
of Cedral Terrace.
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TR05

TR10

TR15

TR20

A F T E R A F E W D AY S

S M O OT H S A N D

A F T E R A F E W D AY S

DEEP GREY

A F T E R A F E W D AY S

WA R M R E D

A F T E R A F E W D AY S

SOFT GREY

Your terrace will settle down evenly
to a softer tone, making it the perfect
backdrop for your garden.
This is a natural process that occurs
during the first few days after your
terrace has been installed. It will give

J U S T I N S TA L L E D

J U S T I N S TA L L E D

J U S T I N S TA L L E D

J U S T I N S TA L L E D

your terrace a softer and lighter colour
throughout the deck.
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“Have nothing in your house that you
do not know to be useful, or believe
to be beautiful.”

•

SOFT GREY

WILLIAM MORRIS
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WHEN DREAMS
COME TRUE

“Our dream was to make our outdoors as
well-designed as our home.The materials we
use are really important.There must be no
compromise! The way Cedral uses technology
along with natural materials fits the way we
think about the world in general, and design in
particular. And it feels gorgeous to walk on.”
LUCAS

“We’re very design conscious.The environment
we’re striving to make has to be gorgeous and
hassle free.We did our research and found that
Cedral fits our goal perfectly. It brings an inside
feel to our outdoors space.You only have to
touch it to know it’s going to last a long time.”
LISA
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Get in touch
FEELING IS BELIEVING
Order a free sample now on our website www.cedralterrace.com

There’s more about Cedral Terrace - how it was
created, what it can do and how it looks and
feels - on our website:

www.cedralterrace.com

Eternit nv
Kuiermansstraat 1
B-1880 Kapelle-op-den-Bos

info@cedralterrace.com
015/71 74 43

